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HUSKY SAT-1
This is a 3U Cube Satellite, named HuskySat-1 , and is being developed
by an interdisciplinary team with hqs in the University of Washington, USA. The
sat will be launched into a low earth orbit and will be the first ever from the state
of Washington . This cubesat will demonstrate the capabilities of new
technologies in which they are working at the University of Washington and will
expand the capabilities of all cubesats. In particular, this sat will have a PPT
(High-Thrust pulsed plasma thruster) and a high gain comms system as part of
its core technology suite on board.
HuskySat-1 will have a 30 Khz wide 145 to 435 mhz lineal transponder
HuskySat-1 CubeSat
for amateur radio in SSB/CW and 1k2 BPSK telemetry. It will also transmit
BPSK telemetry at 1 Mbps in the 24 Ghz band.
Wait for the launch in late 2018 during the ELaNA XXIV mission into a high inclination low earth
orbit.

PROGRAMME GOLF
GOLF-ETE and GOLF-1 have been selected to be
launched by the NASA cubesats programme. After the success of
LEO sats like FOX, AMSAT wants now to try satellites with higher
orbits to provide better DX.
The first GOLF Cubesat, GOLF-TEE will initialize the GOLF
programme in 2019. This opportunity became a reality after the
join between AMSAT and Ragnarok Industries when they worked
together in the Heimdallr satellite (the first Phase V possibility for
Programme GOLF - AMSAT
AMSAT) , that was a finalist in the NASA´s CubeQuest Challenge
GOLF-TEE will use ADAC (Attitude Determination and Control) and the power systems used for
Heimdallr as well as a SDR transponder with a downlink in 5 ghz /10 ghz.
GOLF-TEE will have a lineal transponder V / U with a Fox-1E design and a RadFx experiment
(radiation effects) like the one used in Fox-1A for the University of Vanderbilt .
Later, between 2020-2021 , GOLF-1 will be the AMSAT´s cubesat with the higher orbit . Due to that, Golf-1
will require a de-orbiting plan that is in compliance with NASA’s NPR 8715.6, NASA Procedural
Requirements for Limiting Orbital Debris due to the high altitude AMSAT has requested.
AMSAT FIELD DAY 2018
Be ready for the 2018 AMSAT-NA field day in June. This year will be an excellent opportunity to try
some transatlantic contacts as we will have more than 10 transponders and repeaters available.

ANNOUNCED ACTIVITIES
VE3HLS, Ken, first weekend of april: FN36/37/46 and Fn47
7X3WPL & 7X2TT, Sahara DX and Abdel, will be active soon from Jm13
F4DXV, Jerome will be active between april 12-15 from JN13. He will try
to be active also from JN12/13 and JN13 as EA3/F4DXV.
KE9AJ, Joe in Nebraska

9A90P, The croatian Flora and Fauna RadioClub will be active in sats from
Palagruza Island with these references: EU-090, CI-084, LH-0057 and
locator JN82dj .Look for them between 16 and 23 of june.

PASSED ACTIVITIES

F4DXV setup ready for AO7

VY0ERC, Nunavut (ER60/EQ79), was active in FM sats in march.
KE9AJ, Joseph, was active march 23-31 from Colorado, Nebraska and
Missouri.
AA5UK, was active between february 28 and march 11 as ZF2AE/ZF8 from the
Cayman Islands , Ek99hi.
EA4SG, David

EA4GSX, Miguel

EA4GSX, EA4SG, Miguel and David activated IN81 on march 24.
VE3HLS, Ken was active from EN82/92 last march 24.
EB1AO, Jose was active from IN63/73 in march.

VY0ER

QSO SPAIN- BRAZIL on FM SAT
March 17, a day to remember. These could be the first contacts between Spain and
southamerica thru a FM satellite. After Gustavo, PU8MRS informed he had received EB1AO thru
AO91 with negative elevation, the set up some scheds for the next days. On Saturday march 17 , after
2 previous attempts, at 14.51 and a 0º elevation, a QSO was made between EA4CYQ and PU8MRS
(6063km) and a few seconds later EB1AO with PU8MRS (6123km), current distance record in AO91.
SOME GOOD PRACTICES WHEN USING SATELLITES
These days many people is complaining about the way some operators use satellites. Lets
remember some basic guidances to be a good sat operator when a bird passes thru a crowed area
and not to cause QRM to others:
IF YOU DON´T HEAR THE SATELLITE, DON´T CALL and DO NOT repeat a QSO with the
same station day after day, sure there are more stations trying to do that contact (this is very important
in the FM sats). If you hear a DX or /p station calling from any new grid , give him preference as from
portable it´s not easy to get into the sat, they normally have simple stations, so let them in first! If you
listen to some priority station calling and the rest of operators are not aware of it, help them understand
that station is there. If we all can practice these “basic rules” sure we will enjoy more and more.
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ETSIT- UPM Demo meeting
On march 8, Félix EA4GQS and Jose EB1AO, in collaboration with AMSATEA and the RadioClub at the Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros de
Telecomunicación of the Polytechnic University of Madrid (ETSIT-UPM) and as
part of the course “Picosats and the satellite amateur radio service ” ,organized by
ETSIT-UPM, they did a demo QSO aimed to the students. They choose a AO91
pass at 13.05 GMT on march 8.
EA4GQS, from the university parking lot and EB1AO in
Vigo (NW of Spain) , both using portable setups (Félix with a
Baofeng UV-5R for the uplink, Midland CT890 for downlink,
Checking the rigs
diplexer and Elk Antenna and EB1AO using a FT-8900,
diplexer Diamond and arrow antenna). The QSO was announced minutes before
on the Amsat-bb asking for priority an apologizing for the possible monopolization
of that pass. All was ok and students could hear EB1AO exchanging signal reports
with EA4GQS and a special EB1AO greeting for the students .
EA4GQS calling thru AO91

AMSAT-EA at the PocketQube Workshop (University of Delft, Holland)
The second workshop about pocketQubes, held at the Technical
University of Delft (TU Delft) in the Netherlands was a great success having
70 participants from 18 countries shared out in 34 different organizations.
From Spain, AMSAT-EA and the Club del Aire de la Universidad Europea de
Madrid,(Air Club of the European University of Madrid) introduced the picosat
Project EASAT-2. A total of 21 presentations were made during the 2 days of
the event (march 21 and 22), with teams from all over the world.

Workshop participants

7X3WPL Sahara DX - Amateur Radio Club
On sunday march 25, Abdel M0NPT went on a trip to Algeria with
the intention to set up some satellite antennas at the Sahara DX Club
(7X3WPL)
They hope to be active asap , as soon as they configure the
antenna controls and the rigs.
On a previous trip, april 2017, hams at the 7X club had some basic
tips on satellite operation. The grid the club is in is JM13kt but they hope
to activate some more nearby.
7X Group after the satellite talk by M0NPT

KE4AL – The 22 grids Roving Trip
Hi friends, april 20-23 I have in mind a trip to activate some 22 grids
during my route from EM71 to FM27, following the east coast till EM90
and then back to EM71 , more than 3000 kms (1921 miles) .I will try to
cover sat passes that cover north, central and southamerica and Europe
and all points in between.
It´s going to be a very tight Schedule.” You can keep updated info
about this activity on twitter @KE4ALabama and the website:
http://ke4al.wordpress.com
His planned route
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METEOR M2 with RTL2832U
On july 8, 2014, Russia orbited its weather and forecasting satellite
known as Meteor-M2 .The 2.778 kg satellite was designed to provide
global observations of the earth´s surface temperature, the atmosphere,
the ozone layer , ocean surface temperature and ice conditions to help
ships in polar regions and monitor the radiation environment in the near
earth space.









The payload onboard includes:
.Multichannel imaging scanner, MSU-MR
.Multichannel imaging complex, KMSS
.Ultra-high frequency temperature and humidity radiometer, MTVZA-GYa
.Infrared Fourier spectrometer, IKFS-2
.Radar complex, BRLK Severyanin
.Heliophysics instrument complex, GGAK-M
.Radio relay complex, BRK SSPD

Meteor M2

On july 25, 2014, Meteor- M2 sent its first image using a low resolution scanning gear, MSU-MR.
Roskosmos informed then that the system worked well . On august 9, 2014 Roskosmos informed that the
process to activate all the instruments onboard had entered the final stage. Unfortunately, in early 2015
they stopped publishing radar images and most of the observers thought that the system had a failure
despite all the tests done with its predecessor, Meteor- M1.
How to receive images?
To be able to receive the images sent by this satellite we just need a RTL2832U adapter, an antenna
(VHF, QFH or Turnstile will do the job) , the software SDRSHARP with the plugin QPSK and a software to
work with the received image.
First , we have to download this package Meteorm2.rar offered by Ivo, I6IBE which includes all
what you need for receptión and signal processing. Sdrsharp, RPTofflineDecoder, Zadig, etc. All the
software are already configured, we just need to configure the PPM and the frequency correction in the
RTL2838U. Do it this way:





Execute SDRSHARP, adjust the frequency to 137.900, wide 130.000 and WFM.
Go to the QPSK plugin click in demodulator (no problem if an error pops up).
Execute the file LRPTonLineDecoderStart.bat
When we receive the satellite with enough signal, LOOCK will light up in the QPSK plugin and
the PTT will be hooked.

We can also use the processing software METEOR-GIS, that reduces the sensor failures than
make black lines appear. This software makes a composition using several passes.
If we want to use this processing software we have to execute Meteorgis.exe which we download instead
of the LRPTonlineDecoderStart.bat

Steps to decode the signal

Processed image with LRPTonLineDecoderStart

Composite image processed by METEOR-GIS

Source: Ivo I6IBE website, more information in
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